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Abstract 

Facial expression is an important channel for human communication and it can be applied in many real applications. Facial 

Expression Recognition is usually performed in three-stages consisting of face detection, feature extraction, and expression 

classification. The accurate detection of facial landmarks improves the salient patches on face images. This paper proposes a 

framework for expression recognition by using appearance features of selected facial patches. In some facial patches depending 

on the position of facial landmarks, these are extracted which are active during emotion elicitation. These active patches are 

processed to obtain the salient patches. Then artificial neural network and support vector machine is used to classify these features. 

Then an automated learning-free facial landmark detection technique has been proposed, which achieves similar performances as 

that of other landmark detection methods, it requires significantly less execution time and better recognition accuracy. The 

proposed methods are performed well in different resolutions and it providing a solution for expression recognition in low 

resolution images.   

Keywords: Artificial neural network, Facial expression analysis, Facial landmark detection, Feature extraction, Salient 

facial patches 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Facial expression is an important path for humans to communicate since it contains critical and necessary information regarding 

human affective states. It is a critical part of the affective computing systems that aim to recognize and therefore to obtain better 

respond to human emotions. Automatic facial expression recognition can be an important component in human-machine interfaces, 

human emotion analysis, and medical care. Facial expression recognition has become a prominent research topic in human-

computer interaction, image processing, pattern recognition, machine learning, and human recognition. Most of the researches on 

facial expression analysis are based on detection of basic emotions [1]: anger, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise. In 

many applications that uses facial expression recognition such as Robotics, security, health-care, surveillance driver safety human 

machine communication, human behavior detector etc. In many novel methodologies for facial expression recognition have been 

proposed over the last decade. 

Expression analysis is depends upon the accurate representation of facial features. Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is used 

represents face by measuring all visually observable facial movements in terms of Action Units (AUs) and it associates with the 

facial expressions. Accurate detection of AUs depends upon the proper identification and tracking of different facial muscles 

irrespective of pose, illumination, face shape and image resolution. The appearance based methods generates high dimensional 

vector, which are further represents in lower dimensional subspace and it can be applying dimensionality reduction techniques, 

such as principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) etc. Finally, the classification is performed in the 

learned subspace. The time and space costs are higher in appearance based methods; the preservation of discriminative information 

makes them very popular. 

In this paper proposed a novel facial landmark detection technique as well as a salient patch based facial expression recognition 

framework with significantly performed indifferent image resolutions. The proposed method is also used to localizes face as well 

as the facial landmark points in an image, then extracting some salient patches it estimated in during training stage. The appearance 

features from these patches are fed to an artificial neural network and support vector machine. It is used to classify the images into 

six basic expression classes. It is found the proposed facial landmark detection system performs similar to the state-of-the-art 

methods in near frontal images with lower computational complexity. The appearance features a lower number of histogram bins 

are used to reduce the computation. The salient facial patches are selected with predefined positions and sizes of the image which 

are significantly classify the one expression from others. Once the salient patches are selected, the expression recognition becomes 

easy. Affective computing aims at effective emotion recognition in low resolution images and better recognition accuracy. The 

experimental results of the proposed system performed better in low resolution images and less computational cost. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Facial Expression Analysis 

In many appearance-based facial expressions analysis methods based on the two main steps: facial representation and expression 

recognition. A facial representation method derives a set of features from the original facial images to effectively represent all 

faces. Then different features have been applied to either the whole-face or specific face regions to extract the facial appearance 

changes, such as Gabor, haar-like features, local binary patterns (LBP). In Shan , have presented a facial images are equally 

subdivided into small regions, and then LBP features are used to extracted from these empirically weighted sub-regions to represent 

the facial appearance. The LBP features are effective in expression recognition, in this paper will also utilize the LBP features with 

the same sub-region division strategy. In this work more different from other, it will focus on learning the effective sub-regions 

statistically. The main aim of expression recognition is to correctly categorize different facial representations. Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) is the most popular machine learning technique in facial expression recognition. In this paper SVM is using 

classification. SVM is a binary classifier, it implemented one-against-one (OAO) technique for multi-class classification. 

  Majumder, A.; Behera, L.; Subramanian, V.K. et al. [2], have presented an appearance based facial expression recognition by 

using Kohonen Self-Organizing Map(KSOM). Appearance features are extracted by using uniform Local binary patterns (LBPs) 

from equally sub-divided small blocks and it applied over whole face image. Then applying dimensionality reduction technique. 

The principal component analysis is used to reduce LBP feature vector and to remove the redundant data that leads to unnecessary 

computation cost. 

Mu-Chun Su, Chun-Kai Yang, Shih-Chieh Lin, De-Yuan Huang, Yi-Zeng Hsieh, and Pa-Chun Wang et al. [3], have presented 

automatic facial expression recognition system based on the self-organizing feature maps. First Viola and Jones technique are used 

to detect a face from an image. After a human face detection composite method was proposed a locate pupils. So that the located 

face image can be rotated, trimmed, and facial features, in the paper proposed the use of SOMs. Finally, a multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP) was adopted a classification method .the classification of the six facial expressions including neutral expression. In this 

proposed method is more complex and high computational cost 

Happy, S. L; Routray, A. et al. [4] proposed a novel algorithm for expression recognition by using appearance features of selected 

facial patches. In some facial patches are depends on the position of facial landmarks, which are extracted active during emotion 

elicitation. These active patches are processed to obtain the salient patches .It contain discriminative features for classification of 

each pair of expressions, thereby selecting different facial patches as salient for different pair of expression classes. One-against-

one classification method is using these features. In appearance features from these all the patches are fed to a multi-class classifier 

to classify the images into six basic expression classes. In this proposed method more complex and high computational time. 

In this paper proposed a novel facial landmark detection technique as well as a salient patch based facial expression recognition 

system with significantly performed in different image resolutions. Affective computing aims at effective emotion recognition in 

low resolution images and better recognition accuracy. The experimental results of the proposed system performed better in low 

resolution images and less computational cost. 

III. OVERVIEW 

A facial expression is one or more motions of the muscles beneath the skin of the face. Facial expressions are change in contraction 

and expansion of facial muscles which alter directly the position facial landmark. In this paper attempts to understand the 

contribution of different facial areas toward automatic expression recognition and this paper explores the facial patches which 

generate discriminative features to separate two expressions effectively.  

In our paper proposed two methods.  

1) Expression recognition by using appearance features of  some selected facial patches  

2) Automated learning-free facial landmark detection technique.  

The overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. The extraction of appearance features from active face regions and 

accurate facial landmark detection technique improve the performance of expression recognition. The first step is to localize the 

face it followed by the detection of the landmarks. A learning-free approach is used to eyes and nose is detected in the face image. 

Coarse region of interest (ROI) is used to mark both eyes and nose. Region of interest is detected lip and eyebrow corner. Locations 

of active patches are defined with respect to the position of landmarks. 
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed method 

The steps of automated facial landmark detection and active patch extraction are shown fig.2 all the active facial patches is 

evaluated in training stage and the one features having large number variation between pairs of expressions is selected. These 

selected features is projected into lower dimensional subspace and then classified into different expressions using artificial neural 

network and support vector machine. The training phase includes pre-processing, selection of all facial patches, extraction of 

appearance features and learning of the different classifiers in the case of an unseen image, the facial landmarks are first detected, 

then extraction of features from the selected facial patches and finally classifies the expression. 

 
Fig. 2: Framework for automated facial landmark detection and active patch extraction, (i) face detection, (ii) coarse ROI selection for both 

eyes and nose, (iii) eyes and nose detection followed by coarse ROI selection for both eyebrows and lips, (iv) detection of corners of lip and 

eyebrows, (v) finding the facial landmark locations, (vi) extraction of active facial patches. 

IV. FACIAL LANDMARK DETECTION 

Facial landmark detection is a critical step in computer vision that precedes several important tasks occurs such as face and 

expression recognition, face alignment and face tracking. Facial landmark detection techniques is still occurring many challenging 

problem. This is mainly due to the variations in the appearance of the face due to pose, illumination, and expression. These factors 
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compromise performance of the most facial landmark detection methods. The facial patches are active during the different facial 

expressions. It observed that some facial patches are common all expressions and some are confined to a single expression. As a 

result the active patches are located below the eyes, in between the eyebrows, around the nose and mouth corners. Then extract the 

active patches from the face image. In our paper, learning-free approach was adopted for localization of facial landmarks. It 

extracted the active facial patches are located with respect to the position of eyes, eyebrows, nose, and lip corners using the 

geometrical position of the face.  

 Pre-Processing  

Image pre-processing often takes in the form of signal conditioning with the segmentation, location, or tracking of the face or facial 

parts. A low pass filtering condition is performing using a 3x3 Gaussian mask and it remove noise in the facial images followed 

by face detection for face localization. Viola-Jones technique of Haar-like features is used for the face detection. It has lower 

computational complexity and sufficiently accurate detection of near-upright and near-frontal face images. Using integral image, 

it can detect face scale and location in real time. The localized face images are extracted. Then localized face image scaled to bring 

it to a common resolution and this made the algorithm shift invariant. 

 Eye and Nose Localization  

The coarse regions of interests are eyes and nose selected using geometric position of face. Coarse region of interests can also use 

to reduce the computational complexity and false detection. Haar classifiers used to both eyes are detected separately and then haar 

classifier trained for each eye. The Haar classifiers are returns to the vertices of the rectangular area of detected eyes. The centers 

of the both eyes are computed as the mean of these coordinates. The position of eyes does not change with facial expressions. 

Similarly, Haar cascades are used to detected nose position. In this case eyes or nose was not detected using Haar classifiers. In 

our experiment, for more than 99.6 percent cases these parts were detected correctly.  

 Lip Corner Detection  

Facial topographies is used to detected of lip and both eyebrow corners. The region of interests is used to lips and both eyebrows 

are selected. The face width positioned with respect to the facial organs. The region of interest was extracted mouth using the 

position of nose as shown fig.3.The upper lip produces a distinct edge can be detected using a sobel edge detector [5]. In images 

different expressions, a lot of edges are obtained it can be detect further threshold by using Otsu method [6]. In this process a 

binary image are obtained. The binary image containing lot of connected regions. Connected component analysis used to the 

spurious components having an area less than a threshold is removed. Then morphological dilation operation was carried out on 

the binary image. Finally, the connected components are selected as the upper lip region. The different stage of the process are 

shown fig.3 

      

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 

Fig. 3: Lip corner detection (i) lips ROI selected, (ii) applying Sobel edge detector, (iii) applying Otsu threshold, (iv) removing spurious 

components, (v) applying morphological operations, (vi) finally lip corners detection 

Lip corner detection algorithm steps are given below. 

 Algorithm 1. Lip Corner Detection  

1) Step 1. Select coarse lips ROI using face width and nose position.  

2) Step 2. Apply 3x3 Gaussian mask to the lips ROI. 

3) Step 3. Apply horizontal sobel operator for edge detection.  

4) Step 4. Apply Otsu-thresholding. 

5) Step 5. Apply morphological dilation operation.  

6) Step 6. Find the connected components in images.  

7) Step 7. Remove the spurious connected components using threshold technique to the number of pixels.  

8) Step 8 .Scan the image from the top and select the first connected component as upper lip position.  

9) Step 9.Locate the left and right most positions of connected component as lip corners.  

In lip corner detection shadow due sometimes below the nose, the upper lip could not be segmented properly. In this case the 

upper lip was not segmented as a whole portion. The first connected component obtained from the end resembled half of the upper 

lip. The ends of this connected component analysis did not satisfy the bilateral symmetry property, i.e., the lip corners have been 
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at more or less equal distances from vertical central line of face. In this condition was detected and then giving a threshold ratio of 

the distance between the lip corners to the maximum of distances of the lip corners to the vertical central line. In this case the 

second connected component obtained below the nose it consider as the other part of upper lip. The lip corners were detected only 

with the help of the two connected components. Connected component analysis is used minimize false detection of lip corner and 

computation time. The different stage of the process are shown fig.4 

      

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 
Fig. 4: Lip corner detection upper lip is not entirely connected, (i) lips ROI, (ii) applying horizontal Sobel edge detector, (iii) applying Otsu 

threshold, (iv) and (v) selection of two connected components, (vi) finally lip corner detection. 

 Eyebrow Corner Detection  

The coarse region interest is used to both eyebrows are selected. The eyebrows corner detection following the same procedure as 

that of upper lip detection. An adaptive threshold operation is applying before horizontal sobel operator it improved the accuracy 

of eyebrow corner detection. The horizontal edge detector can also use to reduce the false detection of eyebrow positions due to 

partial occlusion by hair. In this process a binary image are obtained. The binary image containing lot of connected regions. 

Connected component analysis used to the spurious components having an area less than a threshold is removed. Then 

morphological dilation operation was carried out on the binary image. Finally, the connected component analysis both eyebrows 

are detected. Connected component analysis is used minimize false detection of eyebrow corner and inner corners are detected 

accurately. The different stage of the process are shown fig.5 

 
Fig. 5. Eyebrow corner detection, (a) rectangles showing coarse ROI selection for eyes and plus marks showing the detection result, (b & g) 

eye ROIs, (c & h) applying adaptive threshold on ROIs, (d & i) applying horizontal sobel edge detector followed by Otsu threshold and 

morphological operations,(e & j) connected components for corner localization,(f&k) final eyebrow corners localized. 
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 Extraction of Active Facial Patches  

Facial expressions are usually formed by the local facial appearance variations. However, it is more difficult to automatically 

localize these local active areas on a facial image. Firstly the facial image is divided into N local patches, and then local binary 

pattern (LBP) features are used to represent the local appearance of the patch. During an expression, the local patches are extracted 

from the face image depending upon the position of active facial muscles.  

In our experiment are used active facial patches as shown in Fig. 6. Patches are assigned by number. The patches do not have 

very fixed position on the face image. The position of patches varying with different expression. The location depends on the 

positions of facial landmarks. The sizes of all facial patches are equal and it was approximately one-eighth of the width of the face. 

In Fig. 6. 
1

P ,
4

P ,
18

P  and 
17

P  are directly extracted from the positions of lip corners and inner eyebrows respectively. 
15

P  was 

at the center of both the eyes; and 
16

P  was the patch occur just above
15

P  . 
19

P  and 
6

P   are located in the midway of eye and 

nose. 
3

P  was located just below 
1

P .
9

P  was located at the center of position of 
3

P  and 
8

P . 
14

P and 
11

P are located just below 

eyes. 
2

P ,
10

P , and 
7

P  are clubbed together and located at one side of nose position. It is similar to  
5

P  
12

P , and 
13

P  are located. 

 
Fig. 6: Position of facial patches. 

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Local binary pattern is used robust illumination invariant feature extraction. The original LBP operator labels the pixels of an 

image with decimal numbers, called Local Binary Patterns which encode the local texture around each pixel. It proceeds thus, as 

illustrated in Fig.7 

 
Fig. 7: An example of the basic LBP operator. 

In our experiment the LBP operator generates a binary number. The binary number is comparing the neighboring pixel values 

with the centre pixel value [7]. The pattern with eight neighborhoods is expressed by,  
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The histogram of LBP labels calculated over a region that can be exploited as a feature descriptor is given by 
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 n is the number of labels produce by the LBP operator. Different binwidths is used to grouping histogram. LBP with eight 

neighborhoods. The neighboring points produce 256 labels. In our experiment collect its histograms in 32 bins, then basically 

grouping the patterns [0, 7], [8, 15] . . . and [248, 255] together. This same procedure is used to ignoring the least significant bits 

of the unsigned integer, i.e., using patterns of one side of local neighborhood. Fig.8 shows the pattern generated due to 32 histogram 

bins of the upper row neighbors do not contribute towards the pattern label. It used 16, 32 and 256 bin histograms in the 

experiments. 

 
Fig. 8: Patterns generated by the one side of local neighborhood 

 Learning Salient Facial Patches Across Expressions: 

Finding the patches across all the expressions it is actually equivalent to learning the shared discriminative patches for all the 

expressions. The feature extraction step produces a feature set containing 148,032 patches. The feature dimension and the 

redundant information are reducing selecting a subset of “salient” patches. In many applications all the facial features are 

concatenated to recognize the expression and it generates a feature vector of high dimension. In our experiment is observed that 

the features from a fewer facial patches can be replaced in to the high dimensional features without any significant diminution of 

the recognition accuracy. The facial patches are used to recognize each expression and separately to recognize that particular 

expression. Based on this hypothesis, it evaluated the performance of each facial patch for recognition of different expression. In 

some expressions is similar movements of facial muscles, the features of such patches are redundant while classification of that 

expressions. Then extracting the active facial patches, these active patches are processed to obtain the salient patches which contain 

discriminative features for classification of each pair of expressions and then selecting different facial patches as salient for 

different pair of expression classes. Facial patches are considered to be discriminative between two expressions, if the facial 

features are extracted from this patch can classified between the two expressions accurately. All active patches are not salient for 

recognition of all expressions.  

The LBP histogram features in lower resolution images are sparse in nature. PCA was applied to reduce the dimensionality of 

the training set .PCA is most widely in image recognition and compression. PCA aims to obtain a set  orthogonal bases that describe 

the global information of the data points in terms of variance.  

PCA is successfully applied to finding the subspace of the face space it is termed as eigenfaces. Eigenfaces are the eigenvectors 

of the total scatter matrix 
T

S   is defined as, 

  T
ji

N

ji

jiT
xxxxS  

1,

                           (4) 

The transformation matrix 
P

W  is expressed as, 


T

T

P
SW maxarg  =
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WWW .......,

21                   (5)
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n

i
......1,

1



 is the set of eigenvectors corresponding to the n  largest eigenvalues of 

T
S .  

PCA is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector. Thus projecting the feature vectors from salient patches to the 

optimal sub-space. After finding the lower dimensional vector in to maximum discrimination for different classes.  
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VI. CLASSIFICATION 

Image classification is an important part for many aspects of global studies and environmental applications. Classification generally 

following four steps: l. Pre-processing, 2. Training: Selection of the particular best feature 3. Decision making, and 4: Finally 

assessing the accuracy of the classification. In our experiment two classification methods is used: Support vector machine and 

Artificial neural network. Support vector machine and Artificial neural networks was used for classification of extracted features 

into different expression categories. of  

SVM is a popular machine learning algorithm (8). SVM I is used to maps the feature vector to a different plane, usually to a 

higher dimensional plane, by a non-linear mapping, and finds a linear decision hyper plane for classification of two classes. SVM 

is a binary classifier. Since the SVM is implementing using one-against-one (OAO) technique for multi-class classification of 

extracted features into different expression categories. One –against-one technique, a classifier is trained different expression 

between each pair of classes; hence 
2

C
P

 is the total number of classifiers and p is the number of classes. 

ANN (9) is a parallel distributed processor that has a naturally storing the experiential knowledge. They can provide suitable 

solutions for different problems, which are generally characterized by non-linear ties, complex, imprecise, high dimensionality 

noisy, and lack of a clearly stated mathematical solution. The benefit of the artificial neural networks is that a model of the system 

can be built from the available data.In our experiment artificial neural network is used for classification of extracted features into 

different expression. In classification first step is ANN is used to training different expression based extracted facial patches. . 

Then testing one expression depends on the selected salient facial patches. Finally was identifying corresponding expression. 

Comparing with two classification method is highly efficient on the artificial neural network. ANN is applied to obtain better 

recognition accuracy, fast execution, and less computation time. The disadvantage of the SVM is one against one classification is 

possible. SVM is used to increase computation time and cost.  

VII. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed method was evaluated by using most widely used facial expression databases, i.e., Japanese Female Facial 

Expressions (JAFFE) [10]. Each subject the databases has six facial expressions i.e., angry (AN), disgust (DI), fear (FE), happy 

(HA), sad (SA), surprise (SU), and a neutral (NE) face. Face detection is carried out on the all images followed by scaling to bring 

the face to a common resolution. Facial landmarks are detected and as the salient facial patches are extracted from each face image. 

During training stage, a classifier is trained each pair of expressions. The training data’s are concatenated LBP histogram features 

extracted from the salient patches which containing discriminative feature the given pair of expression classes. ANN and SVM 

classifiers used for evaluating the performance on the test set.  

The JAFFE database contains 213 gray images of seven facial expressions (six basic + neutral) poses of 10 Japanese females. 

Each image has a resolution of 256X256 pixels. Each object has four frontal face images for each expression and their faces are 

approximately located in the middle of the images. All images have been rated on six emotion adjectives by 60 subjects. It 

performed the experiments on a standard face resolution of 96 X 96. Table 1shows the confusion matrix of six emotions based on 

the proposed method. As observed from Table 1, surprise expression achieved best recognition rate which is usually characterized 

by open mouth and upward eyebrow movement. The system performed worst for anger and disgust expression and classification 

error was maximum between anger and sadness since they involve similar and subtle changes. All the experiments are based on 

face resolution of 96 X96.  

Number of patches used for classification expression it also affects the performance in terms of speed and accuracy. The use of 

number features from all the 19 patches can classify all expressions with an accuracy of 95.82percent. Then the use of appearance 

features of a single salient patch can be discriminate between each pair expressions efficiently with recognition rate of 94.89 

percent. This implies that the use of the rest of the features from other patches contribute to contain minimum number of 

discriminative features. The number of patches is used in the size of the feature vector. This increases the computational burden. 

Therefore, all the facial patches are using some salient facial patches for expression recognition. This will improve the 

computational complexity. In our Experiments is used top five salient patches which results an accuracy close to 97 percent. Note 

that the combination of all the patches varies across different expression pairs.  
Table – 1 

Confusion Matrix for JAFFE Database 
 AN DI FE HA NE SA SU Accuracy 

AN 28 3 0 0 0 1 0 94.4% 

DI 0 27 1 0 0 1 0 93.8% 

FE 0 1 30 0 0 0 2 96.9% 

HA 0 1 0 30 1 1 0 99.2% 

NE 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 100% 

SA 1 0 1 1 0 29 0 93.7% 

SU 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 100% 

Average Accuracy 97.8% 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented by most efficient facial expression recognition system for accurate classification of the six universal 

expressions. It studies the important different facial patches in the recognition of different facial expressions. All active regions on 

the face are extracted which are responsible for the face in different expression. The position and size of these active regions are 

predefined or not predictable. In some prominent facial patches are depending on the position of facial landmarks, are extracted 

which are active during emotion elicitation. These active patches are processed to obtain the salient patches which contain 

discriminative features for classification of each pair of expressions. Then selecting different facial patches as the salient for 

different pair of expression classes. Using the appearance features from the salient patches, the system classification is used ANN 

and SVM.  

In facial landmark detection method is detects some facial points accurately with less computational cost. Expression recognition 

is carried out landmark detection method. In such cases, recognition accuracy is high and computational cost is significantly less. 

Promising results has obtained by using block based LBP histogram features of the salient patches. Experiments have been carried 

out on Japanese Female Facial Expressions databases. Experiments are conducted using various LBP histograms features and PCA. 

PCA is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector. Low dimensional features are preferred, with sufficient 

recognition accuracy, to decrease computational complexity. Thus, the proposed method is used in real-world applications with 

low resolution imaging in real-time, Security cameras, surveillance, and health-care. The proposed system performed better in low 

resolution images.  
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